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Vorwort 

Vor 100 Jahren erschien Die grosse Tiit1schung aus der Fede1· des Berliner Assy
riologen Friedrich Delitzsch (1850-1922), in der er, wie schon der Untertitel ver
rat, ,,Kritische Betrachtnngen zn den alttestamentlichen Berichten" veroffent
lichte.1 Diese Publilcation marlciert den Endpunkt eines weit iiber die Grenzen der 
Wissenschaft hinansweisenden l(onflikts zwischen Vertretem der noch jungen 
Disziplin der Assyriologie und der Theologie, der alttestamentlichen Studien bzw. 
der Bibelwissenschaft.2 Die von der amerikanischen Histo1·ikerin Suzanne Mar
chand als "furious"3 charakterisierten deutschen Orientalisten wollten sich, zum 
Ende des 19. Jahrhunderts, nicht langer auf die Rolle der Vertreter einer alttesta
mentlichen Hilfswissenschaft reduziert sehen. Zu deutlich zeichnete sich ab, in 
welche1n Umfang Stoffe, Textsorten, Sprachlichlceit und Metaphorik der hebrai
schen Bibel den Traditionen des Zweistromlandes verpflichtet waren. Die philo
logische ErschlieJJung der keilschriftlichen Uberlieferung fuhrte zu einer stetig 
wachsenden l(enntnis von Mythen, Epen, Rechtssammlungen, Konigsinschriften, 
Ritualen, Klageliedern, Hymnen nnd Gebeten, Briefen nnd Chronilcen aus Baby
lonien, Assyrien, Sumer und Akkade. Damit gewannen Geschichte und Kultur
geschichte des benachbarten Zweistromlands an Kontur, die Wissenschaft konnte 
nunmehr auf autochthone Zeugnisse zugreifen. Neben die historischen Angaben 
der hebraischen Texte und die Berichte und MutmaJJungen der griechischen und 
lateinischen Historilcer traten Quellen fur die Geschichte des Vorderen 01·ients, 
die in Vielfalt und zeitlicher Tiefe ganz neue Dimensionen eroffneten. Und, mehr 
noch, sie stellten das Paradigma der Einzigartiglceit der hebraischen Uberlieferung 
in gewisser Weise in Frage. Die alckadische Erzahlung von der groJJen Flut, die 
1873 der Offentlichkeit vorgestellt wurde, ist nur eines von vielen Beispielen fur 
den jahrhundertelangen, intensiven Austausch zwischen den Gesellschaften des 
Zweistromlandes und der Levante. Und es war nicht langer zu leugnen, dass 
Vieles von dem, was wir in den hebraischen Texten lesen, schon Jahrhnnderte 
zuvor von den Gelehrten des Zweistromlandes formuliert und niedergeschrieben 

worden war. 
Offentliche Aufmerksamlceit erfuhr das Emanzipationsbemiihen einer bis da

hin vomehmlich wenigen Experten vertrauten neuen wissenschaftlichen Disziplin 
in Deutschland vor allem durch eine Reihe von offentlichen Vortragen, die Fried
rich Delitzsch ab dem Jahr 1902 fiir die Deutsche Orient-Gesellschaft (DOG)4 

hielt. Ein explizites Ziel der wenige Jahre zuvor, am 24. Januar 1898 - dem Ge
burtstag Friedrichs des GroJJen -, in Berlin gegrilndeten gelehrten Gesellschaft 

1 Delitzsch 1920a; 1921b. 
2 Jol1anning 1988; Lehmann 1994. 
3 Marchand 2009, 212-251; bes. 220-221 ,ind 244-249. 
4 Matthes, 1998; Wilhelm 1998a. 
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The Paradoxical After-life of the Babel-Bible Controversy 

Yaacov Shavit 

In February 1903, Shi1non Menachem Lazar (1864-1932), a Galician journalist 
and biblica] scholar, wrote in a Hebrew-language newspaper about the "BB 
Streit," 

There, in the valley of northern Germany, on the Spree River, a second 
Tower of Babel [Babylon] was built, its head in heaven, from which the 
wise men of Ashl,enaz [Gennany] could wage a battle against the holiness 
ofthe Hebrew Bible and the influence ofShem on the world. 

I find it remarkable that Lazar chose to compare Berlin to the Tower of the 
Babel rather than to the Babylon ofRevelation 17, where Babylon is described as 
"Babilon the great, the mother ofwhores, and of earth's abomination." I cannot 
tel1 whether Lazar was familiar with the long history of Babylon as an archetype 
from Augustine to Luther; who used the narne "Babylon" to allude to the Roman 
Catholic Church, but he certainly knew that in the Wilhelminian era, the image of 
Babylon had evolved and that Berlin had become the epicenter of German fasci
nation with Babylon [and Assyria]. 1 

In any event, from Lazar's perspective, and that ofhis fellow Jews, Berlin was 
seen as a source of great evil, to paraphrase Jere1niah 1; 14, "out ofBerlin disaster 
shall break forth" (or in the King James translation: "out of Berlin an evil shall 
breal, forth"). The "evil" associated with Berlin by Lazar referred to an immediate 
threat to the status ofthe Bible (the Old Testament), and thus to Judaism. Berlin 
became a new "Tower of Babel," spreading a modern version of anti-Judaism 
[adve1·sus Judaeos]; this time disseminated by "scholars" rather than by theo!ogi
ans and clerics. 

Not everyone shared this view. For examp!e, at a Jewish assembly which con
vened in Berlin in January 1903, one speal,er asserted that people had over-reacted 
to "only helped fuel Delitzsch's pseudo-scientific 1negalo1nania". The German
French Jewish Assyriologist Julius Oppert commented sarcastical!y that the sen
sation gene1·ated by Delitzsch's lectures was, in fact, the 1·esult of "the na.i·1·ow
mindedness ofthe German public." Sonבe respondents mocked Delitzsch's theory 
as mere "soap bubbles," adding that his theory had been "blown away by scientific 
criticisוn and vanished." One American Rabbi asserted that Delitzsch was at
tempting to provide the Gennans "with an archaeological I<rupp gun for the use 
of anti-Semitism," while another suggested that there is no reason to get upset 
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ZA W wiederherzustellen.64 

5. Und zuletzt; Fragt man nach den Auswirlrungen des Babel-Bibel-Streites 
auf die alttestarnentliche Wissenschaft, so kann 1nan zu Rudolf Kittels 
Ausfuhrungen ,,Zum Stand der alttestarnentlichen Wissenschaft" aus dem 
Jahr 1921 zuriicld,ehren. Fiiו· Kittel lag auf der Hand, dass die "Arheit des 
Spatens und der Altertumskunde" den eigentlichen "AnstoB zur Erneue
rung unserer Wissenschaft gegeben" hat.65 Durch die Archaologie und die 
Beschiiftigung mit den altorientalischen Kulturen wurde der alttestarnent
lichen Wissenschaft eine neue Aufgabe gegeben, die bis heute nachwirl,t 
und sich gerade in jiingerer Zeit wieder neuer Zustim1nung erfreut.

66 

* Much ofwhat is written l1e1·e 1·elies on Shavit and Eran 2007, 205-232. Tl1erefore, 1 did 
not mal<e 1nany refere11ces here. 
1 Polaschegg/Weichenhan 2017. 

64 Vgl. Weber 1998, 193. 
65 I(ittel 1921, 87 und S1nend 2000, 266. 
66 Es ist ein Faktum, dass die groBen Umbriiche im Fach durch auBerbiblisches Material 
hervorgerufen wm·den, seien es die Archtiologie, die 1947 entdeclcten Schriftrollen voni 
Toten Meer (Qumran) oder religionsgeschichtliche F1·agestellungen. V gl. zu alttestament
lichen Perspektiven aus dem Babel-Bibel-St1·eit Liwak 2013, 27-33. 
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was conducted both "within and without," both as a dialogue with German ( and, 
more broadly, European) theology and scholarship, and internally, among the var
ious currents of 19th century Jewry. From the Jewish perspective, this new "at
tacl," (Angriff) against the Bible was differe11t from the traditio11al theological 

Christian polemic. Delitzsch's aim was not to Christia11ize the Bible, but, in the 
words of Eduard K611ing, the Babelysierung der Bibel. This radical Angriff sur
faced at a time whe11 the Bible became, for a particular segme11t of Jews, almost a 
sola scriptura; the text that 1nodeled a11d foff!1ed their identity and co11stituted 
Judaism's significa11t assets a11d heritage, the foundation oftheir world view and 
values, and it represented their contribution to humankind. (Heine declared that 
"wie Luther das Papsthum, so stiirzte Mendelssohn den Talmud.") lndeed, in the 
19th ce11tury, the (Hebrew) Bible became more than the "Torah" or a code of laws; 
it became a compendium of theology and political ideas. !11 Goethe's words, it 

offered material for reflection on human affairs, becoming a cultural Bible and 
historical Bible, and, no less important, from a liberal Jewish point of view, a 
"common property, shared by Jews and Christians." 

Delitzsch's lectures were perceived as a deliberate and malicious attempt to 
deprive Judaism a11d Jews of their most precious asset - carried out not by theo
logia11s, but by scholars who employed the new and prestigious disciplines ofhis
torical-philology and archeology to attack the Jews. Delitzsch's anti-Judaism was 
not directed 11either agai11st the Talmud a11d rabbinical Judaism nor agai11st the 
Judaism of the Second Temple period, but against "biblical Judaism." What was 
so astounding and dangerous i11 the opinio11s that Delitzsch expounded i11 his three 
lectures? It was not the assertion that fou11dational elements of ancient Israel's 
religion and culture, such as omnipote11t God and the revealed Mosaic laws, were 
borrowed from Mesopotamia? Indeed, this was partly the case, but what was more 
worrying were the anti-Jewish and racial elements in the se.cond and third lectures, 
in which Delitzsch crossed the line separati11g philological-historical discussion 
about cultural parallels a11d influences to value-laden arguments on moral superi
ority, and, as a result, instead of Babel und Bibel, or the Bible in light of Babel, 

the debate became one of Babel gegen Bibel. This was not a matter of traci11g the 
influence ofMesopotamia11 literature on the Bible, because Delitzsch now main
tained that the Bible had distorted the co11tent ofthe foffl1er. Instead ofa humane 
worldview a11d benevolent values, the God of Israel, he asserted, was a god of 
[insatiable] anger. From a Jewish point of view, Delitzsch's assertion that the 
Mesopotamian original was "better" than its Jewish "imitation" by virtue of its 
universal and 1noral nature could not be left uncontested since this was an inver
sion ofthe Jewish self-awareness. 

The "evil" element in Delitzsch's argument was his tendency toward neo-pa

ganism and his racialist theory. It seems then that the intensity and fervor of the 
Jewish response stem1ned not only - or not primarily - from its rejection of the 

idea of Mesopotamian influence on the Bible, but rather because of the negative 
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because the polemic would quickly be forgotten, just as it happened with previous 
attempts to detract from the Bible its greatness. There was no need to be concemed 
about it since: "Babel is dead, a11d her gods have fallen and her monu1nents have 
crumbled into dust, Israel's God lives and will outlive all his cursers." However, 
many felt that Delitzsch's lectures should not be allowed to pass without notice, 
partly because the Kaiser had temporarily extended his patronage to him. 

Jews' reactions to pan-Babylonism in general, and Delitzsch's lectures, in par
ticular, hardly feature in the scholarly literature of (Jewish studies), or, more ac
curately, in the literature on the intellectual history of German Jewry during the 
period under discussion. However, at that time, early 20th century Jews were quick 

to dispute the docuוnentary hypothesis, which, to quote Ludwig Phillipson already 
in 1875, "tore the Bible into shreds" - and continues to do so to this day. In some 

Jewish circles, Julius Wellhausen (and "his school"), not Delitzsch, was and still 
is presented as the arch-enemy ofthe Bible. On the other hand, Jews' response to 
pan-Babylonism, and particularly to Delitzsch, the "Apostole der neubabylo
nische Religion," was indeed extraordinarily heated, but it was, nevertheless, a 
short-lived affair that soon faded away. 

Given the above, two questions co1ne to 1nind: First, why did Delitzsch's three 
lectures provoke such a flood of reactions, with people considering them an attacl, 
against the Bible and equating the need to 1·efute them to fulfilling the command
ment to sanctify God's name, even to the point ofmartyrdom (lciddush HaShem) 
Moreover, why did this particular debate become such a public affair - or even a11 
event- that it transfor1ned the scholai·Iy world into a world of pamphlets and jour-
11alism? The Orthodox historian Zeev Yavetz wrote that the debate made its way 
into Eastem European coffee houses and was tal,en up by "the coffee-drinking 
maskilim, who draw their wisdom from the press, moming and evening, [ and] rise 
from their seats in the tavems, clapping their hands loudly enough to mal,e the 
earth tremble." 

Literature concerning the influence exerted in antiquity by various cultures, 
such as that of Pharaonic Egypt, Canaanite U garit, and Persia on the religion and 

culture of the Israelites had already emerged and began to proliferate in the eight
eenth and, mainly, the ni11eteenth centuries; these theories found their way into 
Jewish literature as well, and their assertio11s were regarded as radical and even 
heretical but did not provol,e the same type of furor. Why, then, the. furious re
sponse to Delitzsch? The second question is why, following its brief ascendance, 

did this stormy debate 110! have an afterlife. Instead, as we will see, some of 
Delitzsch's views were accepted by believing Jews. 

Conceming the first question, from the Jewish point ofview, it was, on the one 
hand, a debate between "Jews'' and "Christians" and "new Pagans," and, on the 

other hand, a debate within the Jewish public. In the latter case, the reactions to 
Delitzsch's theory reflected the religious, cultural, and ideological schism within 
Jewish society i11 Geff!1any, and elsewhere. In other words, the Jewish polemic 
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power behind this unique creation and entity (Eigenheit and Einheit). ln t\1e end, 
Jews became, for many, a Kulturvolk or Kulturnation. 

Like its German predecessors, modem Orthodoxy operates within the intemal 
tension between science and faith (ortradition). Orthodox scholars see no problem 
accepting that ancient lsrael borrowed words, concepts, symbols, and material 
culture from Mesopotamia, but the idea that it borrowed religious concepts is un
acceptable. According to Orthodox scholar Jacob l(lein, during the bib\ical pe
riod, the people oflsrael "absorbed many values from the rich and advanced Mes
opotamian literature, but the people of Israe\ intemalized some of these values 
and put its original stamp on them whi\e rejecting others, and, in so doing, devel
oped its unique culture."2 Another Orthodox rabbi, and biblical scholar, does not 
find it problematic accepting the view that there are similarities between the laws 
ofthe Bible and the legal systems ofNear Eastern cultures and explains that the 
authors of the Bible were familiar with these legal systems and drew from them. 
Jn this, he finds no theologica\ problem. The Torah, he writes, adopted those laws 
that were co1npatible with the demands of morality and probity, whi\e, at the same 
time, they fundamentally a\tered a good number of their underlying principles. 
The Torah, he maintains, has a "divine perspective." However, he disregards - or 
ignored - the fact that, according to the Believers, the Pentateuch, or the Torah, 
or the five books ofMoses, in their entirety, were given to the Jews by God.3 

Furthennore, here is the paradox: while Believers consider biblical criticism's 
hypothesis to undenni11e belief in the "Heavenly Torah," Delitzsch is almost for
gotten, but his foundational view is considered the 1nainstream ofbiblica\ studies. 
It is not based on historical phi\ology but rather on "objective" literary evidence, 
that is to say, the parallelisms between Mesopotamian and biblical literature. Per
haps there is hard evidence that the Pentateuch is not the "Heavenly Torah" and 
not written by Moses, but, instead, that it took shape sometime at the end of the 
monarchy and the Babylonian exi\e.4 Thus the reason for ignoring them and their 
conclusions, or a\tematively, as a strategy to establish the individuality ofthe Jew
ish religion and culture during the biblical period not upon theology but the inher

ent qualities of a11cient Israel. 
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2 Klein 2011, 523-579 (in Hebrew). 
3 Bazal, 2013 (in Heb1·ew). 
4 Jgn:ic Goldziher, the great scl1olar of Islam, w1·ote that the Babylo11ian exiles adopted 
aspects ofMesopotamian heritage but adapted it to their mature 1nonotheistic view, which 
inspired a new spirit within the1n and accorded thern a broad moral influence that l1as ex
isted forever. Moreove1·, it is impossible to accept the view of a culture with a low degree 
of cultural developrnent that talces an interest in complex theological matters. Only when 
ancient Israel attained a sufficiently high degree of cultural develop111ent was it able to 
cultivate its own unique litera1·y l1eritage. This was stated in a speech in memory ofErnst 
Renan in 1893 and printed the following year by the Hungarian acade111y at which he 
taught. Goldzihe1· 1894. 

way in which Delitzsch portrayed ancient Judaism, and the implications of that 
portrayal for contemporary Judaism. However, the Jews' response, then, could 
not be restricted to the domain of values and moral superiority. It was necessary 
to ground objections in "scientific," or scholarly, "facts" and analysis to prove 
that Delitzsch's theory rested on pseudo-science. Thus, a new type of Jewish 
scholar was emerging in Orthodox, liberal, and refonn circles, and 1nore than a 
few Jewish scholars were well-versed in the languages and cultures ofthe ancient 
NearEast. 

The result was a profound transfonnation in Jewish intellectual history that we 
could define as a response in kind. In other words, both leamed Orthodox and 
non-Orthodox Jews not only accepted that modern "scientific" scholarship was 
relevant and recognized the primacy of the interpretative tradition, but both were 
also ready to employ new sources (extra-biblical documents) and methods, and to 
use the findings of this new fonn of scholarship to refute what they considered to 
be distorted and biased work. 

However, perhaps above all else, the most significant result of the Streit was 
the awareness that one cannot adequately understand the history of the Israelite 
religion and culture in isolation fro1n its Grossen Zusamenhang. Israel is not "a 
people living alone" (Numbers 23:9). In their pioneering Hebrew-language book 
published in Berlin in 1925 Geschichte der Biblelcritilc, (in Hebrew) Solowetschik 
and Rubascheff wrote that once the wall separating the study of the Bible from 
the study of"Babylon" had collapsed, scholars no longer restricted themselves to 
pointing out parallels between the two. Instead, they found countless aspects of 
Babylonian culture "spread thro11ghout the entire breadth of the Bible" - fro1n 
Genesis to Psalms. Ancient Israel was nourished by its neighboring cultures and 
nourished them in tum. 

This argument gained an essential role in modern Jewish polemic. Here is one 
example: In 1911, in the aftermath of the BBS, a feuilleton in Russian titled An 
Exchange ofComplaints was published in which a casual conversation talces place 
between a Russian and a Jew on a train. This fe11illeton is one piece of evidence, 
out ofmany, ofthe extent to which Delitzsch's views penetrated the popular dis
course at the time. The Russian clai1ns that Jews are "a race with no real value; 
they had never created anything of their own." "It has been proven already that 
yom· one God and your Sabbath we1·e borrowed from others," " ... you acted as 
nothing more than a popularizer and a traveling salesman." The Jew responds: "In 
your opinion, anyone who has borrowed cultural elements from Babylonia is lik
ened to a traveling salesman. And, in my opinion, every worlc of creation in the 
world is based on borrowed elements." Thus, Jews knew "how to collect ftag
n1ents of gold and make of them an etemal temple." 

But, and this is a fundamental "but," what gave the ancient Israelites the power 
to make an etemal te1nple f1·om collected ftagments? The answer: it was their 
unique creative genius, or Geisteskrafl, or Volksgeist, that was the 1notivating 
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However, the BBS consists ofmany arguments, which are still alive and rele
vant today, that anticipated later polemic. Among these are the tensions between 
scholarship and pseudo-scholarship and ideology; the built-in tension between 
"belief' and "science"; fundamental questions regarding the contacts between cul
tures; questions of cultural transmission, debt, acculturation, and others; and fi
nally, determining the norinative ( or practical) boundaries between the "inner" 
and the "outer" concerning culture. 

Peו·haps this is the main reason why the BBS deserves an after-life as a typo
logical event in the comer of the history of biblical studies, and the history of 
Wissenschajl des Judentums. 

Jacob Burcldiardt argued that parallels may be investigated up to a certain 
point, but can never be compared to one another with absolute strictness and cer
tainty. The more plainly our evidence seems to speal< in these matters, the more 
carefully must we refrain from certain assumptions and rnsh generalization5 (The 
Civilization of the Renaissance in Italy, 271-370). Moreover, parallels and resem
blances are important, but no less the distinguish marker signals which define the 
nature of an individual culture and its boundaries. 

 ,ו:

5 Burldiardt, 1990, 270-271. 


